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This technical report for the 1992 Science Scholars Program
at the Bunting Institute of Radcliffe College describes the 1992
Science Scholars, who were fellows of the Bunting Institute
during the 1991-92 academic year. It provides a description of
the program and the fellows; the scholars' evaluations of the
fellowship year; highlights and events of the program year; and
issues involved in the program. The report then describes the
selection process for the 1993 Science Scholars, and lists the
incoming fellows. Appendices contain the scholars' publications,
evaluations, reports, and other materials.
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" Beginning with the 1991-92 academic year, the Bunting
Institute shifted its fellowship year to coincide with the
academic rather than the fiscal year. The appointment cycle will
now be September 1 - August 31. This change is explained in the
text at page 2.
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1992 PIroarU

Proaram Daokground

Funding from the Office of Naval Research supported nine
1992 Science Scholars via eight fellowships during the 1991-92
academic year. When one scientist, biologist Elena Budrene,
received late notice of partial funding from a grant at her
laboratory, her Bunting stipend was split to allow another
fellow, biologist Doris Naimark Stern, to remain at Bunting for a
second year using the remainder of that stipend. Thus, nine
fellows were funded with eight stipends. Three of the scientists
-- biologists Elena Budrene and Doris Stern, and geologist
Constance Soja -- had also been fellows during the 1990-91
fellowship year.

Beginning with the 1991-92 academic year, the Bunting
Institute shifted its appointment cycle to coincide with the
nann& rather than the fiscal calendar, a decision which
benefits both the scholars and the Institute. However, since the
change had not been advertised at the start of the selection
process, the Institute offered incoming fellows the option to
elect either a July 1, 1991 - June 30, 1992 2r a September 1,
1991 - August 31, 1992 fellowship year. The three Science
Scholars who were continuing for a second year all elected to
begin their 1992 year on July 1, 1991; the five new Science
Scholars all chose a September 1, 1991 starting date.

The 1992 stipend was $30,000, and an additional $3000 was
made available to each fellow as a discretionary fund for support
of her research. Each scientist had office space at the Bunting
Institute. Eight of the 1991-92 scientists were laboratory-
based, and made affiliations with Harvard University labs; Tufts
University, Brown University, and the Marine Biological
Laboratory at Woods Hole were also part-time sites for fellows'
work. The ninth fellow was writing her results into a book, and
did not need a laboratory affiliation.
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1991-92 slcence scholars

The 1991-92 Science Scholars, with their initial
affiliations and project titles, included:

Blena 0. Budrene, Molecular Biology, Harvard University
"Complex Patterns Formed by Chemotactic Bacteria"

Gladys Friedler, Psychopharmacology, Boston University
School of Medicine
"Paternal Effects on Fetal and Postnatal Development"

Janet Rankin, Materials Science, Oak Ridge National
Laboratory
"The Evolution and Characterization of Textured
Microstructures in Thin Films"

Orna Resnekov, Molecular Biology, Karolinska Institute,
Sweden
"The Involvement of Post-Transcriptional Control in the
Regulation of Cell Differentiation in Bacillus Subtilis"

Sonja Sandberg, Mathematics, Framingham State College
"Understanding Lyme Disease Using Mathematical Models"

Barbara Moths Sheffels, Geology and Geophysics, Harvard
University
"Constraints on Intracontinental Subduction and Oroclinal
Bending in the Bolivian Andes from Balanced Cross Sections"

Constance X. Soja, Geology, Harvard University
"Tectonic Controls on Reef Development During the Silurian"

Doris Naimark Stern, Biological Sciences, Forsyth Dental
Center
"The Effects of Innervation on Early Tooth Development"

Maria lion White, Biochemistry, Tufts School of Veterinary
Medicine and Marine Biological Laboratory
"The Role of Sialic Acid in the Carcinogenesis of Leukemia
in the Soft Shell Clan, Mya Arenaria"
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Uoholarse Evaluations

The 1991-92 cohort of Science Scholars unanimously cited the
success of their Institute fellowship year. They noted several
factors particular to the fellowship at the Bunting Institute
which contributed to their satisfaction.

1. Freedom and support to follow research ideas. Always one
of the most positive results that scholars report from their
Bunting fellowship year ir tak freedom and support they receive
to follow their research ie- -,,. For some women, the Science
Fellowship comes at a time dhbz. they otherwise would have no or
insufficient funding. The Ew 'ipg stipend, office, and research
fund allow them to carry their work in the directions they
choose, rather than making them deisndent on the projects
available at their laboratories. Psychopharmacologist Gladys
Friedler, biologist Doris Stern, and biuchemist Maria White all
commented on the importance of the Institute's independent
funding for the furtherance of their scientific agendas as they
tried to strengthen their home laboratory situationL.

For other better-situated scholars like geologists Constance
Soja and Barbara Sheffels, and molecular biologists Elena Budrene
and Orna Resnekov, the independent funding allowed for strong
collaborations on projects important to their career plans. As
Soja noted:

The time I spent at the Bunting Institute was critical
in revitalizing my career. For the first time in many
years, I had the opportunity to focus on my research
without having teaching and other academic
responsibilities. The Bunting Institute and the grant
from ONR provided the physical and financial support
necessary to complete significant research and to
venture into new and unexplored scholarship areas.

2. Exposure to Harvard laboratories. The particular
resources and personnel available at Harvard University provide a
strong benefit to many of the scholars. For mathematician Sonja
Sandberg, the Bunting year gave her the opportunity to
collaborate with colleagues at the Harvard School of Public
Health on her Lyme Disease project, a partnership that had been
less productive from her home institution, and which blossomed
during the fellowship year. Geologist Constance Soja noted that
her laboratory affiliation with Dr. Raymond Siever prompted not
only important insights into her work but also provided her
access to a graduate seminar; "some of these discussions," she
noted, "helped me formulate questions and consolidate ideas for a
paper that I wrote during the second part of my fellowship year."
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3. Value of work vith Bunting non-scientists. The most
unusual part of the Bunting fellowship, and one rarely available
to scientists, is the opportunity to work in such a large
multidisciplinary setting with other accomplished scholars. The
1991-92 cohort commended this aspect of the Bunting year as one
of the most significant. Geologist Soja explained the benefits:

The chance to interact with a wonderfully diverse group
of professional women was of immeasurable benefit
because it showed that Bunting fellows and staff all
share at least one common goal, which is to advance the
recognition of women's accomplishments in their
respective fields."

Geneticist Orna Resnekov noted:

I am not sure that I would have done the program if I
was not offered the opportunity to have an association
with the Bunting Institute. To me, the support and
constructive criticism of a truly talented group of
non-scientists was very valuable.

4. Professional and personal enhancement. The combination
of a supportive environment and resources provided considerable
enhancement for several of the fellows. Gladys Friedler said,
"my year as a Science Scholar at the Bunting Institute provided
me with opportunities and experiences that I could not have
obtained elsewhere." She summarized: "It was truly one of the
most -- if not the most -- significant and important experiences
in my professional life: self-realizing, rewarding,
intellectually probing." Materials scientist Janet Rankin
agreed, citing the particular benefits provided by the all-female
environment: "I found that phenomenon refreshing, fortifying, and
comforting." All of the women who commented on this sense of
support found that it translated into more productive science.

S. Support for a second, consecutive year of funding. Three
of the nine Science Scholars were on a second year of funding at
the Institute, and each found her career opportunities
strengthened by the extended funding. Biologist Elena Budrene
was able to consolidate her position in the Harvard laboratory of
Professor Howard Berg, and now has partial funding on one of his
grants. Biologist Doris Stern used the year to prepare and
submit several grant proposals.

The second year was most immediately successful for
geologist Constance Soja, whose job hunting the prior year had
been thwarted by several job offers for which the funding had
been "frozen" by the campuses. At the close of the 1991-92 year,
she was offered two tenure-track positions, and chose the
Department of Geology at Colgate University, a small research
university that is most appropriate to the scope of her work.
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•ran rMamiahliahts. 1991-92

1. Increase in Stipend Level. As the result of the
successful application by the Bunting Institute to ONR for an
increase in the annual stipend provided to Science Scholars, the
1991-92 cohort received a salary of $30,000 (rather than the
$27,600 that had been planned for that year). This increase
brings the program more into line with other science fellowship
programs and increases the likelihood of drawing talented,
experienced scientists to the Bunting Institute.

2. 3stablishment of the Radcliffe Research Partnerships. A
new program inaugurated by Radcliffe College in 1991 proved of
strong benefit to the Bunting Science Scholars. The Radcliffe
Research Partnerships provide an opportunity for a female
Harvard/Radcliffe undergraduate to work as a junior research
partner with a Bunting fellow (or another visiting scholar at
Radcliffe College).

This program recognizes that the Bunting scholars are a
strong complement to the female faculty of Harvard University,
and provide an additional opportunity for undergraduates to learn
about the rewards and demands of research. The partnerships are
a paid work program wherein students apply to work as junior
colleagues with senior researchers. The senior scholars
interview and select students for a one- or two-semester
partnership.

One strong feature of the program is its insistence on a
real research basis to the work, rather than seeing these
students as an extra set of hands for xeroxing or retrieving
books and articles. Depending on the nature and stage of the
research project, students receive exposure to formulating
research questions, conducting investigations, analyzing data, or
writing reports.

In 1991-92, three Science Scholars made excellent use of
this new College program: Elena Budrene, Janet Rankin, and Doris
Stern.

3. Clarification of appointment renewals/applications. The
Science Scholars Program has differed over its history on the
issue of Scholars being eligible for a second, consecutive year
of funding. Initially, scholars could apply for two years of
funding at the outset. Over time, the program administrators
found that some scholars seemed not to need two years to complete
the projects proposed; new applicants often presented stronger
cases for funding. For the next few years, Science
reapplications were treated in the same manner as other Bunting
requests for renewal: scholars presented their case to the
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Institute director, and she decided each request on its merits,
after consulting with program advisors.

In 1991, the Institute Advisory Committee recommended that,
with the exception of Science Scholars, Bunting fellows n= be
eligible for a second, consecutive year of support. The Science
Scholars were excepted because of the disruption in productivity
that is often caused by relocating a laboratory or research
project to a new site at Harvard.

Beginning with the 1991-92 cohort, Science Scholars
requesting a second year are asked to reapply to the Science
Committee, and to present progress reports on their research.
Their requests are considered along with new applications. This
procedure seems more fair to all concerned by allowing the
committee to consider the reapplicants on the basis of need and
progress, and the new applicants in comparison to those needs.
This clarification should help future incoming Science Scholars
with their plans and expectations.

4. Radcliffe College Summer Intern. Radcliffe College
provided funding for a very profitable 10-week internship in the
summer of 1991 by Harvard/Radcliffe sophomore Sarah Elson, a
double major in Biology and the History of Science. The main
goal of the internship was to enhance the "outreach" of the
Science Scholars Program, making it more widely known and better
able to draw from a wider circle of applicants.

Ms. Elson's work was very successful. A brief report on her
activities (without the appendices of lists and names that she
submitted to the Bunting Institute) is included herein.

Through letters and telephone calls to more than 50
organizations and dozens of science departments, Ms. Elson
enhanced the program's visibility with professional science
associations, science publications, special interest groups
(e.g., Committee on the Status of Women in Physics, Association
for Women in Computing), and influential individual chairs and
science faculty.

Ms. Elson's other major project was to update and increase
our list of reviewers for science applications. Because many
science applications are quite specialized, we require a large
pool of potential jurors. She mailed information to more than
250 science faculty members around the country.

We trust that, over time, awareness of our program will
increase through these outreach efforts.

S. Gender and Science Study group. For the past several
years, the Science Scholars have met regularly to consider
together issues related to gender and science. The 1991-92
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cohort met every 2-3 weeks for a combination of shared readings
and general discussion, including a review of fJi-ncq magazine's
first special issue on Women in Science. The group, which
occasionally invited guests from outside the Bunting community,
enjoyed particularly lively discussions of the Zuckerman, Cole,
and Bruer book, The Outer Circle: Women in the Scientific
Cmmunity, and Londa Schiebinger's The Mind HaS No Sex.

6. Visit by Vivian Pinn, M.D. In December, the Bunting
scientists met with Dr. Vivian Pinn, Director of the Women's
Health Initiative at the National Institutes of Health. Dr. Pinn
was visiting Radcliffe College to present the Fay Golden Kass
Lecture, and asked to visit the Bunting Institute to learn more
about our fellowship program and the various projects being
undertaken by Bunting scholars in various aspects of science,
health science, and medicine. Some of our scholars joined Dr.
Pinn for dinner on the evening of her lecture; others met with
her informally at the Institute on the day following her
presentation.
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Continuina !ssues/Concerns

i. integration of science Scholars with Bunting community.
An ongoing issue for many Science Scholars is how to stay
connected with the scholarly and social community of the Bunting
Institute when their laboratory and other research demands make
it difficult to spend time on site at the Institute. As
demonstrated herein and in previous years, Science Scholars
always cite the interchange of ideas among women of various
disciplines as one of the greatest benefits of their Institute
year. Yet, a lab-based or field-based project may limit a
scientist's ability to be as regular a part of the community as
she might like.

The 1991-92 cohort took this issue as a serious challenge
and a good opportunity. Perhaps because three of the Scholars
were in their second Bunting year, they emphasized to all --
scientists and non-scientists alike -- the value of sharing in
the colloquium series, the brown bag discussion groups, and the
other formal and informal opportunities for interaction at the
Institute.

For example, geologist Constance Soja chose to be the first
presenter of the year in the Bunting Institute Colloquium Series.
Her talk, *Evolutionary Significance of Marine Fossils from
Ancient Oceanic Islands," designed for an educated lay audience,
was enormously successful, and in fact resulted in frequent
citations by other Bunting fellows during the year. She provided
a vocabulary for ideas formulated by poets, writers, and other
non-specialists.

Encouraged by Dr. Soja's example, the other Science Scholars
presented successfully in the Colloquium Series. (It should be
noted that a Bunting presentation does not preclude a talk before
a more specialized audience of the scholar's peers; the Bunting
talk is usually geared for an educated, lay audience.) This sort
of intellectual exchange, as well as participation in the brown
bag discussion series, enhances not only the scientific literacy
of the overall community but the intellectual benefits to the
scientists as well.

2. Technological support. With each year, the need grows
for better computer and network facilities at the Institute.
Because of their frequent dependence on Internet capabilities, E-
mail, data processing, and VAX machines, the Science Scholars
often present the strongest need for on-site computer support.

Unfortunately, until such facilities can be made available
at the Institute, many of the scientists will continue to use
offices at their laboratories because of readier computer access.
Obviously, some work will always need to be done at laboratory
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sites; however, some scholars vho are at the stage of writing or
analyzing data have explained that they could do this aspect of
their work At Bunting, if better facilities existed. This issue
will most likely continue for the next few years as Harvard
University and Radcliffe College extend their networking and
technological capabilities.
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Future Plans of 1991-92 Scholars

Zlr.a 0. 3udrene will continue to collaborate vith Professor
Howard Berg, Professor of Biology at Harvard University.

Gladys Friedler remains as Associate Professor at the Boston
University School of Medicine, and will continue work on her
book on the Paternal Effects on Fetal and Postnatal
Development.

Janet Rankin will be a Visiting Research Scientist in the
Department of Physics at Brown University.

Orma Resnekov will continue to collaborate with Dr. Richard
Losick, in the Department of Cellular and Developmental
Biology at Harvard University.

Sonja Sandberg will return to her tenured position as
Associate Professor of Mathematics at Framingham State
College, and continue collaborations developed at Harvard
University.

Barbara Moths Sheffels will continue to collaborate in the
Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences at Harvard
University, where she will also teach two courses.

Constance N. Soja will join the faculty of Colgate
University as Assistant Professor in the Department of
Geology.

Doris Naimark Stern will continue to collaborate at Forsyth
Dental Center and Harvard University.

Maria len White will collaborate with Professor Daniel
Shepro at the Biological Science Center of Boston
University.
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Relection for the 1992-93 Eojence scholars Prgaram

Ipligant -1Po

The Institute received a total of 50 eligible applications
for the 1992-93 Science Scholars Program, up from 29 eligible
applications the previous year. Four of the 1991-92 Science
Scholars reapplied for a second year of funding. It is our hope
that the increased outreach efforts undertaken by our summer
intern, as well as the expanding notoriety of the program,
contributed to the increase in applications.

lelection Proce0$•tr

In the first stage of review, applications are read by
reviewers whose specialties are close to the applicant's own. In
that stage, sixteen of the 50 were eliminated, leaving 34
applicants to be reviewed by the second-stage Science Committee.

The Science Committee consists of senior scientists from
institutions around the Boston area. The size of the committee
differs each yea-, depending on the number of areas represented
by applicants. In 1992, our committee consisted of eleven
scientists, as follows:

Howard Berg
Professor of Biology
Harvard University

Melissa Franklin
Assistant Professor of Physics
Harvard University

Joyce Friedman
Professor of Computer Science
Boston University

Robert Kirshner
Professor of Astronomy
Department Chair
Harvard University

Nancy Kolodny
Professor of Chemistry
Wellesley College
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James David Litster
Professor of Physics
Associate Provost and Vice President for Research
Director, Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Susan Lovett
Assistant Professor of Biology
Rosenstiel Center
Brandeis University

William Mackavey
Professor of Psychology
Department Chair
Boston University

Allan Robinson
Gordon McKay Professor of Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Harvard University

Wilfried Schmid
Dwight Parker Robinson Professor of Mathematics
Harvard University

Raymond Siever
Professor of Geology
Harvard University
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cMIttee Docisions

The Science Committee chose eight candidates and eight
alternates for the Science Scholars award. None of the four
Science Scholars who reapplied was awarded a second year of
funding. The Committee was particularly pleased to have such a
range of disciplines represented among the final candidates:
computer science (1), oceanography/aquatic ecology (1),
mathematics (1), physics (1), astrophysics (1), cognitive and
neural sciences (2), geophysics (1), and biological sciences (1).

After offers were extended to the finalists, aquatic
ecologist Nancy M. Butler was offered a new tenure-track post at
the University of Montana, which she accepted. Although the
University supported Dr. Butler's research visit to
Harvard/Radcliffe, they could only free her for the first
semester of the new academic year. Dr. Butler felt that even one
term of her proposed affiliation with Dr. Joseph Montoya of
Harvard University could benefit her research agenda, and she
accepted our offer of one-half stipend. The second half of that
stipend was offered to the first alternate, neuroscientist
Constance Royden, who was able to use the partial funding to
accompany her laboratory director, Dr. Ellen Hildreth, in her
move from MIT to Wellesley College. Therefore, as in 1991-92,
nine scientists shared eight fellowship awards.

The names, disciplines, initial institutional affiliation,
and project titles of the 1992-93 cohort of Bunting Science
Scholars are provided below:

Bonnie Berger - Computer Science, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
"Efficient Parallel Algorithms"

Nancy K. Butler - (fall term only) Aquatic Ecology, Great
Lakes Environmental Research Laboratory
"Zooplankton: Effects of Trophic Status, Food Quality, and
Development Stage"

Rosanne DiStefano - Astrophysics, New York Institute of
Technology
"Studies in Astrophysics"
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Anne Wilson Goldisen - Biological Sciences, University of
Tasmania
"Causes and Dynamics of Mate-Sharing in Tasmanian Native
Hens"*

Marie . Machacek - Physics, Northeastern University
"Astrophysical Implications of Particle Unification"

Constance Royden -(spring term only) Cognitive and Neural
Science, Wellesley College
"Human Heading Judgments in the Presence of Moving Objects"

Cheryl Anne Flillekes Stewart - Geophysics, Cornell
University
"Thermal Convection in Earth and Venus"

Janet Talvacohia - Mathematics, Swarthmore College
"Non-minimal Critical Points for the Yang-Mills-Higgs
Functional on TR3 with Arbitrary Coupling Constant"

Cheryl White - Neuroscience, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology
"Role of Activity in Development of the Visual System"

"Goldizen's project in the biological sciences would no
longer be eligible under the current terms of the fellowship.
However, she had been deferred from the previous year's selection
process because of work issues in Tasmania, an uncommon decision
in our process. Her fellowship was "grandfathered" under the old
terms of the grant.
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The 1991-92 cohort of Science Scholars at the Bunting
Institute experienced a very successful year. Each commented on
the strong progress made through the financial and intellectual
resources of the Bunting Institute and Harvard University and
Radcliffe College. Their active participation in the
multidisciplinary community of women scholars contributed not
only to their own intellectual and personal growth, but also to
the enhanced scientific literacy of the community in general.
One scholar received an ideal academic job offer. All of the
scientists made significant progress on their research agendas,
consolidating their work and their collaborations to an
impressive degree. Their increased participation in the
Institute community also offered a model for integrating women in
the physical and biological sciences with those in the
humanities, social sciences, and the arts.
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Political and Hisniat" Readigsp of Images, of FhekNO1. (Posers) Biolo~qLeaboaoy Falmouith, Massachusetts
Cleopatra Inaedn~oorime The Mal of SmIle Add in the Carelmwogesis of

Up Iiver. A Look at Idfe insa Maine Fishing Locukeimia is the Soft Shelf ClMW Abnt.Aeaa
KAREN V. HANSEN munt

Fellow(Socrk.)eAOLYNE WRIGHT
Bramdei US=an (eLoitersttum)
Challenges to Ftmois Theotrf The Social World of Dhk stely. a gn
Warking Woome and Men, 1UTZU-180 -r D - = rh~ ain# Promid; An

Aihl~ofroeuey and Fisction vy-Befigal Womtes
Poets an Writers

34 Concord Avenue, Camibridge, Massachusetts 02138 (617) 495-8212
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GLADYS FRIEDLER
Science Scholar

FIELD

Developmental Psychopharmacology

PROJECT TITLE

Paternal Effects on Fetal and Postnatal Development

AFFILIATION4

Boston University School of Medicine

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND

Ph.D., Boston Universlty, 1968
MA,. Unlversity of Pennsylvania. 1951
BAL. University of Maine, 1947)

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND

1986-present Core Faculty. Behaviora Neuroscience Program. Boston Univer-
skty
1981-preseMt Associate Professor of Psychiatry, Boston University

PROJECT SUMMARY

A text wil address the role of the father in the earliest development of his offspring
and explore factors which may have limitedl our knowledge and acceptance of
the knfuene of paternal variables on repoductiv outcome. Research in human
end ir*ahumaen species which documents the effefts of paternal exposure to
xenobotcs on fetal and postnatal deeopwIf"me will be discussed. Later chapters
wil review findings from Anthropology. History of Scince and Low which sug-
gest tha cultural prcnepln and stereotypes may be barriers to the study
and acceptance of male-mediated effects. This multidisciplinrmy approach should
provide greater appreciation of the Inlunce of the maele parent In a successful
reproductive, outcome.



JANET RANKIN
Science Scholar

FIELD
Mawters Sdcencs

PROJECT TITLE

The Evolution and Cthractceszation of Textured Microstructures in Thin Films

AFFILIATION

Oak Ridge National Laboratory

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND
Ph.D., Massahuets Institute of Technology, 1989
Sc.B., Brown Unkwsty, 1983

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND

1989-present, Research staff member at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

PROJECT SUMMARY
The primary oblectie of the proposed research Is to study the microstructure of
textured thin fis produced by chemical vapor deposition. Analical and
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy will be the primary methods
for studying the microstructures In the as-deposited and annealed films. The
films will also be characterized with Rutherford backscattering/channeling and
x-ray diffraction. In addition to studying the basic microstructural evolution of
these thin films, the effects of water vapor In the deposition and annealing
atmospheres will alo be Investigated.



BARBARA MOTHS SHEFFELS

FIELD
Geoogyand Gop ktc

PROJECT TITLE
Constraints on Intrecondlnental Subduction and Orocin" Bending in the Bolian
Andes from Balanced Crosn Sedclo

AFFILIATION
Harwd UnrMrsky

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND
Ph.D., Massachtuset Institute of Technology. 1988
8.S.. Stanford University. 19

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND
1990. Lecturor. Department of Earth & Planetary Sdenoes Harvard UnIversity
1990-present. Postdoctoral Research Associate. University of Idaho
1989-present, Postdoctoral Rseach Associate, Harvard UnIversIty
1980-1982. Geophysct. Office of Eartqtuake Stude. U.S. Geological Survey.
Menlo Park

PROJECT SUMMARY
I popoe to develop new balanced cross sections in the Bonvian Andes in order
toddress on e folowi questions: 1) how much raconlkental subduction is
required by fhe amount od crustal slotening that has oocurred In the livian
fold and thrust belt and 2) how knpotan b oroclina bending In the formation
ofthebend in themountain beltat a 18$? Balanced cross sections
across three trnsects wil allow the -einfion rteeehensional geometry
of thie fld " , tr bell and rovd cotrain• f t e o a t d non-pla
strain de ormaon. With this infrmation, I wil ivste the interpl between
motion long horizon decollements motion gong strlko.-slp ults and
itr aI n il; UbdXuction The results have implations for our understanding

of orogenic processos worldw*de.

6 i, o i i I I



CONSTANCE M. SOJA
Science Scholar

FIELD

Geology

PROJECT TITLE

Tectonic Controls on Reef Development During the Silurian

AFFILIATION

Harvard University

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND

Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1985
B.A. Denison UnIversity. 1977

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND

1985-present. Assistant Professor. Smith College
1983, Instructor. University of Oregon
1979-1983. Graduate Teaching Fellow, University of Oregon

PROJECT SUMMARY

My research on the Silurian Heceta Formation from the Alexander terrane of
sAlaska will focus on the dynamics of reef sedimentation in an
ancient island are. I will be studyin stromnatolites and stromatoporoid reefs that
formed in Alasks as pan of a volcanic arc in order to compare them in detai with
reefs that evolved in Sweden on the croton and In the Welsh Borderland orogenic
bet of U.K. during the same period of time. This information wil increase our
knowledge of Silurian reefs that orgnaed In different parts of the world and will
lead to a better assessment of the tectonic factors that influenced Slurian reef
evolu development and declnr



MARJA KIEN WHITE
sc•" Scholr

FIELD
" Biochemlstu

PROJECT TITLE
The Rob of Slai Acid In the Carcnogenesis of Leukemia in the Soft Shel Clam,

AFFILIATION
Tufts School of Veterinary Medicine and Marine Biological Laboratory. Falmouth,
Massachdut

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND
PH.D. Boston University, IS
8.8.. Sirmmons College. 198

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND
1991, Research Associate. Tub School of Veterinary Medicie
1987-1990 Research Associate. Associats of Cape Cod. Woods Hole
1985, Conference Coordinator. Third Inlernatlonal -,onference on Toxic
inoagelte In St Andrew

PROJECT SUMMARY
It has recently become apparent toha the carbohydrate portion of many proteins
lkqr to protein fiflaoion. In ankTm c e carbohydrate, siak acW has
been hnplcated In playing a major rob In tumor formation by masking tumor con

1nnInn. tumor eel . n , transforng o•• cat into
cells. ano by affeciqng the Inmun em. Lectins are carbohrate

* 11 rote.ins. Ffwrec m he" a•arc l nity. Thre such ainm
haven been blatero m the 1o• mof the horeshoe crab. L!Mu

~mia.A rapidl deveoping leukemnia has been found in wild populations
fte seue cdam, MysXJN.J "ron la. t sped that astdyofthe roblefsialic

acid in Its leomAic anirml model will pro~de valuable Iniht into tho many
stages of corclnogenesis.
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The Mary Ingraham Bunting Institute of Radcliffe College

1992-93 Fellows

MEIA DL AGUILAR ROSMARY A. JOYCE ROSA LIND H. SHAW
PeIJw (ome. Sudie) Fllo (Athropo~logy) Fellow (Anthropology)

owliGnm ren State University Havr University Tufts University
uW nm*s Movement in the Philippines Gender and Power In Prehispanic Mesoamerlae Womn enardDivination: Temne Negotiations

ofGadradel
VMJ. BARRETT MARIE E MACHACEK

Hee ulp Smith Foll1ow (Political Scec coar (Physics) SHANTI MARIE SINGHAM
SclarmcPM~cPolicy) Northastr University Fellow (Euroen History)
Brown Universt Astrojih~cal Implications of Williams CollegeSoia WlfreTn the Political Socialization Partice* nification Publnic n lc eod, n h w&ao
of hmarieClty Youths DENIS MAnK Reolution The Importance of

DEBORAH BELLE Evelyn Green Davis Fellow (Visual Arts) MueuYas 7017
"Evelyn Grow Davis Fellow (Psychology) Inde*pendent Artist DEBA SPARKC

Soston niwltyVide Sclpture And ProjectionS Fellow (Creative Writing)
Ch =rn fe-chool Experlencas: Tufts University and Emerson College

LINDA McCARRISTON Dqgtar/C ai
A Contextua AnalysisBunting Fellow (Poetry)SA H IE

BONI UGER Independent Poet SRHSEC
Sciene Sibeow nie Scec)Rods 2Z East/West" and -Forward Deslt*' Fellow (Comparative Literature)
Maasschiueat Itstitut of Technolog Universit of Geo"ia

EfcetParallel Algorithmns SUSAN LYNN MEYR Female Voices in Vergills Aeneid
Fellow (Literature)

NANCY M. BUTLER WlseyClieCHERYL ANNE FILLEKES STEWART
Science Scholar (Aquatic Ecolg)Gne n rir Figurative Structures In dhe Science Scholar (Geophysics)
GneatLakes Environmental relach Laboratory Fictiono Ca rot toat, Emily Bronte, an4 Cornell University
Niemen Isotope Fractionation in Marine George EWiot Thermal Convection in Earth and Venus
Zooprarikton: Effects of Trophic Status. Food
Quality. and Development stage lAEMIDGn LINDA K.STOUT

Felowm (PaceStudies) Fellow (Public Policy)
WHITNEY CHADWICK Women's International League for Peace and Piedmont Peace Project
Fellow (Art History Freedom Building a Multi -Class, Multi-Racial
Son Franciaco State Univers~t Creating a Peace Economy: D-Mil itarization and Movement for Social Change
The hIn of the Dawn Horse: Th Paintings the Trafisformnation of Federal Resource
andWritings of Leonora Carrington Distribution in the U.S- JANET TALVACCHIA

Science Scholar (Mathematics)
KIANA DAVENPORT JUDITH NIES Swarthmnore College
Buýý (Creative Writing) Fellow (Creative Writing) Non-minimal Critical Points for the Yang-Mills-
Indemeldn Writer Independent Wriste Higgs Functional on TR3 with Aribitrary Coupling
Paific WooI, Short Story Collection Robirta Blackzoat and the Moccasin Telegraph: Constant
MALEalA DI MONTIS iw w r e r lta Mrtos FREDRIKA J. TLFITT
Peac Fallow (Peace Studies) LETITIA EVA OVENG Berkshire Suimmer Fellow (American History)
Genter for Democratic Participation and Distinguished International Visitor at RadcI-.7le Institute of Early Amnerican History and Cultuare
Development. Maria a. Nicaira 0College (Parasitology) 'The Duties of Our Sphere": Home as Constraint
luidion Peac and Deorcy iri N icaragua: Environmental Management Services in Ghana and Liberation in the Early Republic ;The

Th RofWow'sGrus MParasites, People and their Wastes Writings of Margaret Bayard Smith
Nnoermna raiztosLEILA PHILIP ANN F. THOMAS

ROSANNE DISTEFANO Fellow (Creative Writing) Fellow (Law)
Science Schoilar (Astrohyslas) nepdet Writer Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson Law firn
New York Institute of ecnlogy rwieOff dhe Mask-, Narratives on UyAanese The Impact of the Internal Revenue Code on Women
Studies in Astrophysics Woe MARY E VOGEL
MARGUERITE FEITLOWITZ MARILENE PHIPPS Fellow (Socioloy
Dunti Fellow (Creative Writing) Fellow (Visual Arts) State Universitrydo New York, Stony Brook

-. Writer Independlent Artist The Social Origtins of P lea Bargainin-
A of s ny M~nmtna d the clinnf Visione of Light: The Haitian Landscape Law and fth Courts in the Process of Sitate

CHRISTINA ROBB Formation, 1830-1890
ANN FERGUSON Fellow (Journalism) KATHLEEN WEILER
Fellow (Philosoph) D ot PbeFellow (Education)
University of Maschusett Amnherst Chnging uvoice of Psychology Tufts University
A Study In Feminist Ethics: Why" Should I? Women Teachers in Country Schools:
Femiu~m and Moral Rrvolutioni ELLEN ROTHENBERG California, 1830-1950

ANNE WILSON GOLDIZEN Duntin Fellow (Visual Arts) CEY HT
ANNE WIILSON GOLDUMN M"Adent ArtistCHRLAWIT

SineScholar (Biologcal Sciences) A Proibability Bordering on Certainly Science Scholar (Neuroscience)
Univrstyof Tasm an Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Catses atd ynamics of Meais-Sarlng in CONSTANCE ROYDEN Role of Activity in Development of the Visual
Tasmanian Native Hem. Science Scholar (Cognitive and Neural Science) System

Welles Cplle
MARC!! HERSHMAN Humangtiadingludgmnits; in the Presence of NRMIA J. WIKLER

Fellw (reaive ritng)Movf~bjctsEvelyn Green Davis Fellow (Sociology
w~¶tlv Witig)University of California, Santa CrufI

Stafe in A a novel OFELIA SCHUITE Water On Stone: An Interpretive Account of the
Fellow (Philosophy) Movement to Eliminate Gender Bias in the Courts

WEANE MARIE JORDAN University of Florida
Falow (Film) Gender. Comrmunity, Utopia: Essays in Feminist ZIPPORAH BATSHAW WISEMAN

hd p -11 -Filmmaker and Producer Ethics Fellow (Law
la tn tTroubleaome Creek;- A Midwestern University ofTexas School of Law

Biography of Soia Mentschikoff

34 Concord Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 (617) 495-8212
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The ten-week Radcliffe internship at the bunting institute
involved the various projects for the Science Scholars Fellowship
program.

Outreaob
Outreach for the Science Scholars Fellowship program was

conducted primarily through advertising in science and women-in-
science publications and through letters to university departments.

Science / Women in Science Organizations
The sources for women's science organizations included the

Encvclopedia of Associations (women's science organizations are
listed in the keyword index) and the following lists: MCROW
women's caucuses, the list of women's science organizations
compiled by the Women in Science Program of the Center for the
zducation of Women at the University of Michigan, and catalog
"Associations and Committees of or for Women in Science,

Engineering, Mathematics, or Medicine," compiled by the Office of
opportunities in Science of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science (Cabot Science Library Reference).

Inquiry calls were made to Harvard and MIT department chairs
and administrators in all fields in which the Science Scholars
program accepts candidates. Their recommendations for places to
publicize the fellowships were requested. Some department chairs
were especially helpful not only in suggesting sources of outreach,
but also in providing names of important contacts.

Letters and questionnaires were sent to former fellows in the
sciences, asking for recommendations for science outreach.
Although the response rate was low (of approximately seventy-five
letters sent, fifteen questionnaires were returned), some responrtes
were very helpful. Calls were also made to former science fellows
in Boston area, but these were not particularly fruitful.

Most associations for women in science were willing to help
publicize the program, as were some national science organizations.
Many of the larger organizations, however, routinely charge for any
advertising, and were unable to include a notice or the fellowships
gratis. Several of the smaller, less formal organizations did not
have any publications coning out prior to our deadline.

Two areas in which there was little success were outreach to
women scientists of color and outreach through major science
conferences. organizations for people of color in science were
located through searches in the Encyclobedia of Associations and
the Directory of Minority Orqanizations. Most of these, however,
do not cater to postdoctoral scientists, but rather to pre-college
students, undergraduates, and professionals. In regard to science
meetings, few department chairs and administrator, former fellows,
and women's science organizations suggested conferences in which
we night publicize. Many annual meetings are held in the fall,
after the deadline for applications. Moreover, many of the large
national science organizations which hold conferences are unwilling



to publicize outside organizations at their meetings.
Appendix I is the master list for science outreach.

Univeraitv Outreagh

Several people contacted for outreach reommendations
suggested publicizing through university departments as one of the
most effective means of reaching prospective candidates. At their
suggestion, letters were written to heads of approximately 220
university departments in fields in which Science Scholars were
underrepresented. The fields targeted were chemistry, geology,
mathematis , physics, oceanography, and all engineering sciences.
The letters asked departmert heads to post our flyer in their
departments and make information about the program available to
their colleaguest they included two flyers and a roster of several
outstanding former science scholars.

The strong university departments were located through
reocommendations from Harvard and MIT department chairs and
administrators, recommendations from former fellows, and,
primarily, searches conducted in the Peterson's Guides to Graduate
PX99jMt. The criteria for selecting the strongest universities
departments from Peterson's Guides included size of department,
number of doctoral degrees awarded yearly, competitiveness of the
program, and, in some cases, number of women in the department.
For the field of chemistry, the American Chemical Society's Guide
to University Departments was used instead of Peterson's Guide.
Letters were also sent to several engineering departments which had
special programs for women engineers.

Appendix 2 contains the letter to department heads and the
list of university departments contacted.

%uzore
A list of approximately 250 potential jurors to assist in the

selection of science fellows was generated.
The letter and questionnaire sent to former fellows asked for

recommendations for potential jurors, as did the letter to
university departments. These two sources combined yielded
approximately thirty names of potential jurors. Most prospective
reviewers were found through searches in university catalogues and
Peterson's guides. Prospective jurors were selected from strong
university departments located for university outreach and from a
few otber local universities. For some Vniversity departments
(presumbly those that pay for advertising), Peterson's lists the
faculty, as well as their title and field of specialization.
Widener and Gutmann libraries maintain comprehensive microfiche
lists of university catalogues.

There were several criteria for selecting potential jurors.
In all fields, the first prospective reviewers chosen were women
who were full or associate professors. When there were not enough
women found, mon, usually full professors at the top university
departments, were chosen whose fields of specialization created a
broad range of sub-fields among the potential reviewers.

Once response cards were returned, the list of potential
jurors could be updated and expanded with further recommendations.

Appendix 3 is the master list of potential jurors.



a

34aV t the intent of compiling material for a Science Scholars
Fellowships program brochure, applications of current and former
science fellows were reviewed, with particular attention to their
personal statements.

A five-page summary report of Project Access: A Study of the
Access of Women Scientists and EnaIneers to Research Careers was
written.

Appendix four Is the summary report of Project Access.
Appendix five contains information about the Science Scholars
program taken from statements by fellows.
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GLADYS NIEDLU

SCIENCE SC0tAR, 1991-92

My" year an a Science Scholar at the Bunting Institute provided w with
opportunities and experiences that I could not have obtained elseshere. It was
truly one of the most - if not IHE most- significant and important experiences in
my professional life: self-realizing, rewarding, intellectually probing. The
opportunity to interact with and actively learn from individuals in other
disciplines and in an environment where one is free to explore and to discover
was invaluable. It is still difficult to put this experience into words, in part
becaume the "fallout" continues and I anticipate will do so for the reminder of
my career and lifetime.

My project at the Bunting was to write a book for the educated lay public which
summurized my field of research and the implications of the findings. The
numerous discussions with Bunting Fellows from diverse scholarly and creative
fields as well as from other branches of science opened my mind to ideas which
continue to affect and to nourish this writing.

As a Science Scholar who was neither working in a laboratory nor developing
experimental proofs, I was in a somewhat unusual position. It was a unique
challenge that resulted in much personal and professional growth. How it will
affect my career will become clearer as my book nears completion. Whether I will
become actively involved in health policy or return to the laboratory is unclear
at this juncture, although the latter is somewhat problematic given my age,
university position and in particular, status of funding.

Mainly, for me, it was the calm of the Bunting Institute and its remarkable
Director Florence Lad and her fine staff, which allowed those of us there to
fly-- often in quantum leaps. It enabled one to be the best you can be -- and
even more.

A suggestion - and with the hope of not being presumptious. I think that other
Science Scholars would profit immeasurably from a year where the majority of
their time was spent at the Bunting rather than in laboratories away from the
Institute. It would afford an expanded vision which rarely if ever occurs in a
laboratory-- even with the most knowledgeable and stimulating colleagues. This is
an invaluable part of the Institute and of one's professional growth.

I am grateful to the Office of Navl Research for giving me this opportunity to
"do my thing" and without the restrictions often imposed by formal grant avards.
I believe it is essential for a scientist ( and for progress in science) to go
where your ideas-- and your findings-- take you. That is often difficult if not
impossible to do in the current climate of science.

Friedler, C. Paternally-mediated Developmental Effects, (Chapter 5) IN:
Occupational and Environmental Hazards: A Cuide for Clinicians.

(Ed. M.Naul). Williams & Wilkins, 1992.

Davis DL, Friedler C, Mattison D, Morris R. Mle-mediated teratogenesis and other
reproductive effects: biologic and epidemiologic findings and a plea for clinical
research. Reproductive Toxicol. 6: 289-292, 1992.
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Below is a list of professional invitations and activities relevant to my
Fellowship application gh ch have occw•red since submission of the initial
application.

I. Invited chapter "Paternally-mediated Developmental Effects", IN c
and Envirome.tal Hzardl: A iuide for Clinicians. (ED. N. Paul). Williams
Wilkins, 1992.

2. Invited participant in a national "Working Conference on Occupational and
Envirnmdental Reproductive Hazards", November 20-22, 19919 Woods Hole, MA. The
conference includes participants from six areas -- research, clinical,
educational, environmental, labor, and legal/policy-- and in sponsored by
Health/Rights (collaboertive project of the University of assachusetts Medical
Center, the Amerlcan Civil Liberties Union, and the Univer"ity of Maryland
Medical School), the March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation, the Ruth Mott Pund
and others.

3. Videotaped interview by Visual Media Department of Dartmouth-Hitchcock Medical
Center for The Doctor is In program on pregnancy. To be distributed nationally to
public television stations.

4. Taped interview by Canadian Broadcasting Company of myself and two other
participants on the AAAS symposium for a program to be aired on the CBC science
series Quirks and Quarks.

S. Taped interiews by CaS mid WCRB.

6. Considerable and continuing media attention to AAAS symposium and the role of
the male on developmental outcome (e.g., enclosed article from Eco ist,
Ladon).

7. Science writer Lesie Roberts plans to do an extensive article on paternally-
mediated effects for an upcoming issue of Science magazine.

8. At the AAAS meeting, I was approached by two publishers ( Rutgers Uhiversity
Press; Basic Books) who expressed interest in a book on male-mediated effects.



INrl7 SPEAIt/PAIrA ICIPANr:
National Working ConfereM a Occupational a &nvironmental Repoductive
Hazrd., November 20-22, 1991, Woods Hole, MA. Proceedings in &%viromental
Health Prospective. (in preso).

Biological evidence for male-mediated effects on the fetus. Informal panel
Fetal Rights: Politics, IM. and Science. Sponsored by Women's Studies
Program, Harvard University & Radcliffe College. The Bunting Institute,
November 25, 1991.

Effect of paternal exposure in the workplace on reproductive outocaes.
Harriet Hardy Institute of Cocupational Health. Harvard Faculty Club. March
16, 1992.

Male-mediated effects on reproductive outcome: evidence and controversies.
Association for Women in Science, New England Chapter. Harvard-Saithsonian
Center for Astrophysics. April 28, 1992.

Paternal preconception exposure to chemical and physical agents: effects on
fetal growth and development. Colloquium of senior scientists. Marine
Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, MA August 8, 1992.

3WRiSI1ATIONS (OTHER):
Paternal effects on fetal and postnatal development. Colloquium at The
Bunting Institute, Radcliffe College, February 26, 1992.

Friedler, C. Ex-perimental evidence for a male-mediated imprint on
behavioral development. Workshop: Male-mediated Effects on Progonr
(organizer, co-chair) joint annual meeting: Teratology & Neurobehavioral
Teratology Societies, Boca Raton, FIA, June 30, 1992.

PRINT/BROADCAST MEDIA: Attention to a symposium The Father and the Fetus (C.
Friedler: organizer, chairperson) and its subject matter continues. Symposium was
presented at the American Association for the Advancement of Science 1991 annual
meeting. Interviews during the academic year included

articles : American Health, Omni, Washington Post, Jour. Natl Cancer Inst,
Science News, Child Msgazine, Frankfurter Allgemeine, Harvard Gazette.
broadcast media: CBS radio, Cerman Public Radio, network TV: NBC, CS (Cood
Morning), CNN.

PL1BLICATIONS:
Friedler, C. Paternally-mediated Developmental Effects, (Chapter 5) IN:
occupational and Environmental Hazards: A Cuide for Clinicians.
(Ed. M.Paul). Willim & Wilkins, (in press).

Davis DL, Friedler C, Mattison D, Morris R., Schrader S. Male-mediated
teratogenesis and other reproductive effects: biologic and epidemiologic
findings and a plea for clinical research. (Viewpoint: Reproductive Toxicol.
(in press).

CQADYS FRIEDLER
THE J&NTING INSTITUTE 1991-1992.



J"ne Ranki

ONR ScieneShola Id W 0-11992

Myyear at the Buntng Institute as an ONR Science Scholar Was profssronally producfti
and pereofla entwichng.

The result of my research were reported at the Spring Meeo"n of the Materal Research
Societ In April of 1992 and at the Fal Meeting of fth Materials Research Society In December
of 19M2 Papers descrIbing this work were submitted for publication In fth Conference
Proceedings:

J. Renldn, Y. Sieasto, R.E. Booeknhauer, R. Csencelts, D.C. Paine, and ON. Sheldon,
sEarly Stage in fth Mlcrowave-assisted Chemical Vapor Deposition of Diamond Films on
Glass Substratses, Niovel Foams of Carbon - MBI SAqJQslum PLQrocena. Vol.270.
edited by C.L Renschler, J. Pouch, and D. Cox (Materials Research Society, Pittsbugh,
PA., 199n), pp. 31 7%%M2

R. Osenosits, J. Rankin, RLE. Boekenhauer. M.K. Kundmann, and 8.W. Sheldon, Early
Stage Microstructure Evolution during the Chemical Vapor Deposition of Diamond Flms'
to appear in EvLutIon of SMrac and Thin -Film Miroetructure.- MRS JWmooeju

ed Ited by HA Atwater, E. Chason. M. Grabow, and M. Lgally, (Materials
Research Society, Pittsburgh, PA.. 1993.

Copies of these papers are attached. Two more detalled journal articles are currently being
prepared, and wil be submitted to the Journal of Maderils Research by this spring.

I also worked with a Radcliffe undergraduate, QlIng-Rong Fan, on another research
projec. ThM work involves the analysis of experimental result tha I obtained prior to my arrival
at fte Bunftig This work was presented at the Fail Materials Research Society meeting in
Decemer of 1 ge1 and at the Annual American Ceramic Society meeting in the spring of 1992.
1 have already submitted prepared an article to report fthse results In a refereed jowrnal.

In order to grow diamnond tIme, under specific and carefully formulated deposition
conditions, the lirst phase of my research Involved the design. construction and Implentation of
anrilorowave-asslsted chemical vapor deposition system. This phase consumed the first four
months of myi Bunting appointment. This was a very positive learning experience which greatly
inceased my confidence In my ability to design. construc and Implementsohtcae
experimental equpment. Most of my work In the pest has focused on materials characterization.
This experience has made me more at ease with the Integration of characterizatlon studies and
materials Wynthel and processing.



My Investigations foued on Ilhe earleet stOges of fte nuoleadon end growth of diamond
thin~ims grown by microwwe-asslsted chemical vapor deposition. The pimary method of
characterization was analytdc and high resolution transmission electron nmoroscopy (rEM)
combined with lectron energy-los epw ecopy to determine how dwanges In vaeous
deposition parameters ct nuclealtn and growth.

The first series of experiments examined the early stage of diamond deposition on fused
sila and silicon substrates. The mar findings of this study are enmere•ted below.

1. Early-stage growth rates on both silicon and fused silc decrea as deposition
prooeeds.

2. The morphology of the d'amon grain& on silica changes between deposition times
of 5 nd 15 minutes under the conditions of this study. At 5 minutes, the growing
particles are cubo"ds, while at 15 minutes, they we cubo-octahedral.

3. The growth rate of diamond on silicon Is slower than that on fused silica.

4. Extensive surface roughening of the fused slicm substrates occurs during
deposition. This roughening was exacerbated by, but not solely dependent on the
presence of methane In the plasma.

After reviewing the work of other researchors, I decided to Investigate deposition after a
biased (-200V) pro-treatment of the samples. The Implementation of biasing was desirable for
many reasons, including: better reproduciblilly, and control of pretreatments. and the ability to
avoid the surface scratches necessary to enhance nucleation on unblased samples. For this
series of experiments, single crystal silicon was used as the substrate. The results of this study
are summarized below.

1. No diamond (or graphite) nucleation was observed In scanning electron
microscopy after 90 minutes of biased deposition. However, hIgh-resolution
electron microscopy and energy loss spectroscopy on cros-sectlional samples
revealed the presence of a 4 nm amorphous carbon layer

2. After 180 minutes of biased deposition, the amorphous Is still present, with
Isolated regions of SiC. The silicon carbide was identified by analyzing electron
energy loss spectra collected for both high and low energy loss. In addition, the
measured lattice spacings of the Isolated regions (0.256 nm), agree well with
(111)-spacings in beta silicon carbide. After 180 there Is also some evidence of
diamond growth on the top surface of the sample.

As a Visiting Research Associate at Brown, I am continuing my research on the effects
biased pretreatments on the nucleation of diamond on a variety of substrates. In particular, the
observance of Isolated islands of SiC within the bias-deposited amorphous carbon layer Is of
great Interest. Additionally, I have begun studies on the effect of oxygen on the nucleation and
growth of diamond during biased deposition.



Iumm•ar ofaCtlvytles and work during the apnolntment of Orna
Resnekov to the Bunting Inlititute (September 1991-August 192)

This is a summary of most of the work that was done during the year
in Professor Losick's laboratory at Harvard University.

Post-transcriptional control of the gene for aH by the sporulation gene
spoVG ORNA RESNEKOV, Harvard University, Cambridge, Ma.

The transition from growth to sporulation in Bacillus subtills is
controlled, in part, by a cascade of sigma factors. Recent
circumstantial evidence has suggested that one of the earliest-acting
sigma factors in the cascade, X(the product of the spoOhgene) is
regulated post-transcriptionally "iealy et al., (1991) MoL MicrobioL
5:477-87; Weir et aL (1991) J. Bact. 173:521-529). Conditions that
induce sporulation lead to an increase in the cellular concentration of
aH but not to a corresponding increase in the rate of spoOH
transcriptlo-L

To study the post-transcriptional regulation of spoOHI used /acZfused
in-frame near the 5' and 3' ends of the spoOHgene and monitored
spoOH-lacZ expression during growth and sporulation in wild-type or
mutant strains. I have found that in wild-type cells containing either
of the two translational fusions, 13-galactosidase activity was induced to
a low constitutive level when the cells were grown In DS medium.
Surprisingly however, in cells containing a mutation in spoVa (which
is itself controlled by oH) and a translational fusion to the 3' end of the
spoOHgene. but not in cells containing a translational fusion to the 5'
end of the gene, 03-galactosidase activity was Induced about 4-fold as
the cells entered sporulation. This was a specific effect of the spoVG
mutation in that the effect on O-galactosidase accumulation was absent
in cells bearing a mutation in another aH controlled gene spolSB As
further evidence that spoVG+ inhibits spoOHexpression. the spoVG
mutation was found to substantially stimulate expression of spo/ll
which we interpret to indicate that the mutant cells contain elevated
levels of AH. These results suggest that spotVis a negative regulator of
the translation or stability of the spoOHmnRNA

This work was presented in two meetings:

A Joint Harvard University, Tufts University and M.I.T. Meeting-March
1992-Cambridge, Ma.

The Eleventh International Spores Conference-May 1992, Woods Hole,
Ma.



I have gone on to expand this work to the role of cell wall and
membrane metabolism in development. The work will be presented
at a Keystone Conference on Microbial Differentiation. February 1993,
Durango, Co.

The Science Scholar Fellowship enabled me to continue to collaborate
with my previous laboratory in Stockholm, Sweden. A manuscript of
this work has just been submitted to the journal Genes and
Development and is entitled An Elongated Poly(A) Tail of the 13-IFN
mRNA is Associated with a Block of Translation (Resnekov et al).

The Fellowship also allowed me to continue previous collaborations, a
manuscript from one of these was published during my time at the
Bunting Institute: Resnekov, 0. et aL. Organization and regulation of
the Bacilus$subt'.is vdA4Boperon. which encodes two of the
subenzymes of the 2-oxoglutarate dehydrogenase complex, MoL Gen.
Genet. (1992) 234L285-296.

The Science Scholar Fellowship also enabled me to be co-organizer of
a NATO/FEBS Meeting entitled Posttranscriptional Control of Gene
Expression. The other three organizers were A. von Gabain
(Stockholm), A. Eva&-gelopoulos (Athens) and J. McCarthy
(Braunschweig). The meeting was held in Spetsai, Greece from the
3rd- 14th of August, 1992. About 110 students and 25 lecturers
attended. I presented a lecture at the meeting. A book is to be
published from the meeting that I am editing, it will be published by
Springer-Verlag. I am presently organizing the manuscripts and I
expect to send them to the publisher within the next two months.

Should the Science Scholar Program be in the Bunting Institute?

I feel strongly that the Science Scholar Program should continue to be
in the Bunting Institute. I am not sure that I would have done the
program if I was not offered the opportunity to have an association
with the Bunting Institute. To me the support and constructive
criticism of a truly talented group of non-scientists was very valuable.
It was also stimulating to be exposed to scientists in different fields.
Unfortunately for a person at my stage, who is basically a bench
scientist, and does not have the luxury of taking a year off to write and
read, maximum contact with the Institute was not achieved.
Necessarily my laboratory was across campus, and biological
experiments require a lot of 'hands on" time, which limited my time
at the Bunting Institute. The only suggestion that I have is that people
who are working in laboratories should be funded from the beginning
for a two year period. it is really impossible to accomplish something
In Biology in less time, and by funding for a one-year period ONR is
selecting for more superficial projects.



Final Report on Burftg Fellowship 1991-92

Sonja Sandber

I had a wonderful and very productive year at the Bunting Institute. My activities
fall into three categories: (1) writing manuscripts for publication, (2)making progress
on research and (3) giving lectures and attending meetings. All three activities have
enhanced my career and will continue to do so into the future.

MANUSCRIPT: Four manuscripts were written or revised and submitted for
publication. Two of these have already been accepted. The manuscripts are listed
below and a copy of each Is appended to this report.

Sandberg S, Awerbuch T, Spielman A. A Comprehensive Matrix Model
Representing the Life Cycle of the Tick that Transmits the Agent of Lyme Disease, to
appear in the Joural of Theoretical Biology.

Donnelly C, Leisenring W, Sandberg S. Kanki P, Awerbuch T. Comparison of
Transmission Rates of HIV-I and HIV-2 in a Cohort of Prostitutes in Senegal. to
appear in the Buetin of Mathmatical Biology.

Sandberg S, Awerbuch T, Gonin I. Model Selection and Parameter Estimation for
AIDS Data, submitted to Stadslics in Medwci.

Awedxuh T, Sandberg S. Telford S, Spielman A. Critical Abundance of Mice
Required to Perpetuate the Vector of Lyme Disease, submitted to E6140.

WORK IN IROGEWSS: I made signtficant progress on research in several areas. I
participated in the Radcliffe Partnership Program by working on an analysis of
decision making for elective hysterectomy with my partner Francine Weist, a
Harvd undergraduate. Working together Francine and I made good progress on
this problem and I was pleased to be able to share some of my Bunting year
ecperiences with Francine.



The main focus of my research this year was understanding Lyme disease. In

addition to the two papers mentioned above, research was conducted on the basic
reproductive rate, R for Lyme disease and also modeling the effect of the reduction

of the deer herd on Crane's Beach. Both of these projects wig further the
understanding of the dynamics of Lyme disease. In addition I and colleagues Tamara
Awetbuch and Andrew Spielman provided guidance for Tony Ktszewskl to develop
a model for the mating behavior of adult ticks in order to understand how tick
density might limit the size of a tick population.

I had the opportunity to get to know and begin working with Richard Levins, a
mathematical ecologist at the Harvard School of Public Health. This project

involves analyzing a large set of data on scale insects, fungi and parasitic wasps
living on citrus trees in Cuba. The first goal is to characterize the observations.
Ultimately, these results will guide the construction of a model to describe the
population dynamics of the scale and their parasites in an effort to help citrus
farmers protect their crops.

Progress has been made on a continuation of the work on modeling the progression

of the AIDS epidemic. This new research is an effort to determine the beginning of
the epidemic in several locations.

MEETINGS AND PRESENTATIONS: I. along with my colleague Tamara
Awerbuch (Biostatistics Dept., HSPH), organized a symposium, Models of Vector-
Borne Diseses .that was held on December 3, 1991 in Boston as part of the 40th

annual meeting of the American Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene. In
addition to co-chairing the session, I was a speaker in a presentation entitled "The
Ecological Interactions Involved in the Transrrlssion of Lyme Disease. The other
symposium speakers included people from Canada, Nicaragua, Yale University and

the WHO in Geneva.

I was the invited speaker for the Student Chapter Session at the fall MAA meeting
held at Providence College, Providence, RI on November 22-23, 1991. My talk was

entitled Mathana•ua Modds for AIDS and Lyme Disease.



I was Invited to speak at the 7th annual Sonia Kovalevsky Hsh School
Mathematics Day an March 26,1992 at Sirmons College. My talk was entitled
Mathaitks and L•m Disse.

I had the opportunity to attend several meetings and workshops this year. In
January I attended the annual joint meeting of the American Mathematical Society
and the Mathematical Association of America. In June, I went to Venice to attend
the Summer School on Environmental Dynamics, an international workshop on
ecological modeling, Later that month I went to the University of Wyoming to
attend a workshop on using MATLAB, a mathematical software package. In July, I
attended a workshop at Colby College in Maine on using Computer Algebra
software such as Derive and Maple

I gave lectures at the Harvard School of Public Health as a guest speaker in
Biostatistics 260 cd, Mathematical Models in Biology and in BEEP-ID 201cd, Malaria:
Biology, Epidemiology, Economics and Policy.

Although I did not attend the International AIDS meeting in Amsterdam, the paper
on comparing Infectivity of HIV-1 and HIV-2 was accepted for oral presentation and
one of the co-authors,Phyllis Kanki, gave the presentation.



Sonja Sandbag

Publica•ions and Work in P•roess

FlYnn JZ. Sandberg S. Analysis of the Mathematical Achievement of students in a
Fashion Mý cdising Courseto appear in the Qohi and Texils Rmarh lkmn.

Sandberg S. Awedruch TSpielman A. A Comprehensive Matrix Model
Rep�stin the Lie Cycle of the Tick that Transmits the Agent of Lyme Disease, to
appear in the fonul of Thewicaf Biodog.

Donnelly C, Laisenring W, Sandberg S, Ianki P, Awerbuch T. Comparison of
Transmission Rates of HIV-1 and W-2 in a Cohort of Prostitutes in Senegal, to
appear in the Bulletin of Mathematical Biology.

Sandberg S. Awerbuch T, Gontn R. Model Selection and Parameter Estimation for
AIDS Data,submltted to Statstics in Medicine.

Awerbuch T, Sandberg S, Telford S, Spielman A. Critical Abundance of Mice
Required to Perpetuate the Vector of Lyme Disease, submitted to Ecology.

Lectures

Using Statistics to Understand the AIDS Epidemic, guest speaker in: Biometrics
(23.404) Framlngham State College, November 4,1991

Mathematical Models for AIDS and Lyme Disease, Student Chapter Session, Fall
MAA meeting, Providence College, Providence RI, November 23,1991

The Ecologi Interactions Involved in the Transmission of Lyme Disease,
American Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene meeting, Boston,
Massachusetts, December 3,1991

Mathematics and Lyme Disease, The Mary Ingraham Bunting Institute, Radcliffe
College, Cambridge, Massachusetts, January 22, 1992

Compartmental Models and AIDSguest speaker in Biostatistics
curse: Mathematical Models in Biology (Biostatistics 260cd),
Harvard School of Public Health, February 21,1992

Conceptual Models of Malaria, guest speaker along with Tamara Awerbuch in:
Biology, Epidemiology, Economics and Policy (BEEP) (ID 2O1cd), Harvard School of
Public Health. February 27,1992

Leslie Matrices and Lyme Disease, guest speaker in Blostatistics course:
Mathematical Models in Biology (Biostatistics 260Od), Harvard School of Public
Health, March 20, 1992

Mathematics and Lyme Disease, 7th annual Sonia Kovalesky High School
Mathematics Day, Simmons College, March 26,1992



Attendance at Workshops and Professimal Meetins

Mathematical Association of America, Northeastern Section. Fall 1991 Meeting
Providence College, Providence, Massachusetts, November 22-23, 1991

American Society of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene meetln& Boston
Massachusetts, December 1-5. 1991

Joint meeting of the American Mathematical Society and Mathematics Association
of America; Baltimore, Maryland, January 6-11, 1992.

Mathematics and Technology Workshop, Boston College,Chestnut Hill,
Massachusetts, April 4,1992.

Summer School on Environmental Dynamics, Instituto Veneto di Scienze, Lettere
ed Arti, Venice, Italy, June 1-12, 1992.

ATLAST Workshop on using computers to teach Linear Algebra, University of
Wyoming, Laramie, Wyoming, June 25-27, 1992.

Computer Algebra Systems Workshop, Colby College, Waterville, Maine, July 12-17.
1992.



R"a Repoi-Barbara Modis SkJWIs Science Scholar Bawltq Inatinn

P•K tite Cornstrints oni mowtel su.•diKct and orodina bes• • In do
Bolivian Andes from balanced cmau sectimo

I am pleased and nuisiled wih vwha I have accomplished during my Y=w at the Bunting
Intule m a Science Scholar.

My.s• rh eeded wN&I- both in the d I nedand inothr
and exciting ways that developed as fte resmecid. IrOf osed ID examine U
process of intacodinental subduction and orocinal bending i me Bolivian AndMe for
the proseeod ucidting the development of the ctAndr, and aho in ord to
ubettemountain bu in geneual. Wwhat i kwn
Adpsuad about intzawntineta :bducio in gnerani I evaluae thpausibleextevt

of this Irocess in Uth Bolivia Andes and the proces by which it nay hawe oocunred as
Constz byhw 1U-. amount of crustal Amrtni that has occurred Bnftlolivian Andes.
Ti~s work ldme to a comparison of the Bolvian Andes with other mountain belt, a
cOEMdaduwio of Uthie lcti of intracontinental subduction for fth themal histomy of
the camal Andes, and Jt question the traditional views of the e t of the bend in
the mountain belt andof di effea of slab dip on upper plate suctural sty!l Further
investigation into the possiblty of oroclinal bending led to a more detailed look at
pallagergrqlby, an emphass on the effects of differenia shortening along strike, and a
considaoi c'Wstr iurtitng around the bend in te mountain belt and its testable
effects on ImcwW ty, that is, t type and magnitude of stre-slip faultig aswated
with thrusting.

In Addition to, p my -Os'd research, I was able to continue a) development of
a o u a re c of balmcedass c -i , adb) mnuscqp.
pWIFtto for publication of research reaits. The omnpu I pragrm was made,
much moie wraile trou the adition of two new deorman-nm a nmisms ad seveau

editing and other 'user-friendly" tools Three manuscnipts have bee develped in tandem,
with one submitted for publication (Geological Sctyof America Uma and Quit Series.
copy enclosed), and th other two within weeks of being submitted (to Tectonics ad
Journal of Smntucaral OaAdogy).

My research results wr also disseminated through four talks During the yea, I
Islted the folwiadlk 1. .Cnistal. orkn in ft Bolivian Andes: Ilctons

Icr mountain buiding , Bmunt Iodnsiue, December, 1991; 2. 'Structural Cwstifits on
Crua Shmoreing in th Bolivian Andes, Universty of Idbo, January,•: I 3.
Orogeeshi in the Bolivian Andes, H1arvard Univrsity May 192;- 4. -inracontinental

Subduction in the Bolivin Andes" , Pimera Comn ca Inteaciom Cues
Fanerozocas de Gondwana, Sudcietl Santa Cruz, Bolvia, August 12-14,1992. The
trip to Idalm and Bolivia, which were made possible by Uth discaiouary funds applie
by ONR, aso induded time for ollabration with coleagues.

Threallummin disaetonary Wuds were used for map repoduction, drafft spplies
and compute sonwaw.

I am acied about puruing the new avenues of research that have become apperet
during p yer: possibity of qmap mantle structure y test ideas
sabnout antinental ohduct exad sming thermal roose no consequences for dhe
same purpose evlatn"ldad if possibl developing new hypotheses about mountain



* ~~buildn an So bmss of compansons bdwem diffet miountain belW ad .valubatg
models of *rdo partitioning and =rdbldeeapW

I Pl n t Wor 1.for fu rding this work durizi the next yew, but my i M ary
pruwlal temio n CI. b be ftachog aStatirnhpy wad S-UAlRA-F AGeology A9

requfred wcod~ or thryear towi for geolog m~o at Harvad Unvsty asa
lecurm' ding ft l nrm. I ape t coutnue In m.e.qn 'm wif -som N o
of teaching and rt , blanc with tim for my child.

My yea m a Science Schola has rsutad in tIVUnd proa ~w d, V t c y
with respect Io ihe issue of combining motherhood and caIe'. ! havmade gans in
peirson~al conffidence, been amcouraged by insipirational role models, beoecognizant of
gender and science issue, have experienced a surge of ci ethuiasm, and most
importantly, clarified how I can combine carem and

One explanation for the low numbern of women in academia as prolears. is that the
typical tenur trak cre path is too infleible and does not mesh with parn.thood the

S~inceSchlarproramat he untn Istitute prvdes a real alternative In a time when
the issue of twure track alternatives is U"re igl discumsed, the concree owamn*
provided by de Ins.itute and the Scienc Schol. is a v•.y important contrution to th
debae. Thi frWlowship has alowed me to combine woftrbood and cow in a
professional way, in a way unavailable elsewhere, and in a way that has benefitted both
parts of my life.



Saxwery for gh. So.lme rNpen

Badma Moh Shfe Scinci Schoua
Pwojettide. Constraints an intrwooaduntal subdueadm and .orodinal bending in the
Bolivian Andes from balnced cm-s

1. Bunting Institute, December, 1991, "Cuta Shortening in the Bolivian Andes:
ImplicaUons for mountain b~ .

2. Universit of daho, January, 199, OStructural Constraints on Crustal

3. Harvard Univerity, May, 1992. "Orogenesis in the Bolivian Andes .
4. Primer Coifauiac InJternaioad Cuencas Fanerowicas de Gondwana

Sudocddental, Santa Cruz, Bolivia, August 12-14, 1992, -Intcontinental Subduction in
the Bolivian Andes'.

1. A Tatiary fold and thrust belt in the central Andes: maps and oxs sections
from the Bolivian Andes, submitted August, 1992, GeolgSi Society of Ameica Map and
Chart Series.

2. A quantitative assessment of the role of crustal shortening in orogeny in the
Bolivian Andes, in prepartin for Tectonics, to be submitted Seqenber, 1991.

1. Investigations regaring the amount and nature of 1) intracontinental subduction
and 2) strike-slip fauting in the Bolivian Andes

2. Continued xcoab r with Pter Isaacson and students at the University of
Idaho on invsgis regarding Devonia through Pmem puleongeoS1phy of the
Bolivian Andes.

3. Continued collaboration with Brian Wernicke on the development ofa computr
program for the construction of balanced c•r sections.



REVIEW AND EVAWAT0MN

NAME ronO AL 8* MR~ b331A2

FBIOW W. PROGRAM Sdce Scholor YEAk 1991-92

L COMMENS AND RE LCnOtS:

Thanks toth Bun-ating titaigeand ONK I was able ID spend a seciand felowship yawatfth
uning intib*e I iuda of my felows ip ) applying for academic Positions, anYalyin

data on S -caim depuafosis m soiutheasten Alaska wrtnuq artices for dlcioinrfed
journals, and audgProessional MeeWings. The Pipers I wroe syteiedealdaalyses of the
similarities and, c i e tha e on the -oo (Swed= ), in an o eaic belt
(Norway), and in a volcanic we (U.S.A.) dufrng the same time inuvaL

thi Nwspyew, three, papers written or revse during yfist ellowship yea
were ~iL ,four Abstract of paespeetdat scholarly meetings wM published, two jpop"
and a Umeeins UW wer 9 te for' publication, and two aritk a s paa e eaeviewed
for Pcaios (JNR's discretonary award eabled me to travel to Sweden for a field trip on the

eology of Godand and its ancient reefal deposits. From there,I traveled to Minster, Germany, to
pesent a paer athe International Symposium on Fossil Cnidaria. MTh oportunity to consult with
mntertiol an ancient reefs in Sweden and Grmmy was enomously beneficial to my
research and tins pwAvde the foundato for additional work with Enropea colagues that will
yield important new data for interpreting reef develogwmew duing tde Silurian within a ttoni
context.

I also beneffited from havring a laboraos affiliation with Dr. Raymond Siever (Havard
University), who offered important insights into cbonate deposits. My I n his graduae

emnr xposed me to avar of important research p•brlems in entakwyandhisloric
geoloSy. Some of these discusAios helped me formulate questions and consold ideas for a papa,

tht wot drngth scodpart of myfellowship yer ypriiainin the Science and
Gender discussion at the buning stitute also ed to clry mth face many women
inthe s cy those bfcors that affect th emt and prfesiol deve of
women scientimBasmy ve-ar replacement position it Smith College ende in June, 1990, 1 spent the
first part of ftHwhp ywsbitn applcaton for academic positions. I was fortunaft in
recaving two ofbs for tenure-b'c amppoin'bmets (at Cgate Univity and Vassar CDOepe) and
began my appointment as A ssistant rofessor in the Dewtmet of Ceology at Colgat University on
1Iuly 1992! Because of Me scarcity of academic positions in the field of paliontology, I fee
extramriny giatkude for havit bed two yer tthe Be'Institumi, which allowed me moretme to devoe tomy .res.ah ma importat atcontacts .Bei able to mhance my
professioal rIrd during these two fellowships resulted in a signficant incrsse in my leve ofconfidence asa.profsnl

As I wroft in my RA. "lO. News article more than a year ao% the time I spent at the Buntn
Institut s cduic in revitalizing my ca . For thef t stimen nny year%, had them
to focus on mYeM chw itothvntahn n thhradec repnsbLitis T hunting
Institute and tpact firom ONR povi"ded the physical ad financial supout ncessmay to comipetie

sipiican 1e~o -AndM toenu e into-. "qew and u3Cloe scol rhpars Tbe chanc to inkeract
wih a wondfull erseroup rofesoal wome was of im sural benefit becase it
showed tha Buofti fellows adsffalshare at least one common goal which is to advance the
freon itio, ofwomen's accomplishments in their respective; fields. Iextend ray heaitft withnsto
t hBunting Institut and to the Office of Naval Research for mabn this second year possible.
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Scienc $adol
Activities for 1991-92

SoiaC3L 1991a. Origiin of Silurian reef in die Mezandew wrane of southeaswre Alaska.
vw a6:11l-l2a

Soja, CML, 1991b. Silorin trace * -s in matbos Wubidits from ft kmera c of
southeusas Alaska. Icmoos 1:173-181.

So* C. 1991c Dwvlote of Silurian meof in an Islan ac setting.sfth
%a nt Syii a Fossil Coaidria (Monser, Germa):I

,C and n 991. Contritions of Silurian o communities to carbonate
.%Nt h I IIn Alaska. Gca l Socidy of Aerica Abstracts, with

So1 &oNential controistions of ancient oceanic islands to Svlurioany theory. Journal

a 1 992b. Ishand-arc carboat c a rition and oin in the ancient eolog
record. Geological Society of America Abstracts with Porm,2:2

Soja,CJ C M 19. Using fossils to identaify tonu ocmaic Wsands in the ancient geologic
record. I[Agr S. and Cran, P.R. FMb Nort American Palontological Convention,
stnSoey, S Publication 6275.

tectnMis. on l o n patbm evolutionl
Geological Society of America Abstracs with Programs, 241A pnpa.

S'~'oa CLad Riding, L. 1993. Silurian microbial associations from tbe Alexander kernep, Alwask

Ridig, X. and~~19.Suiacaczoslge cyanobecteria, and inicoprolmtc
from the Alexand erunie, Alaska. JouralofPaleqmtokogy

So$a Clot Criteria for recognizing carbonates of island-arc origin in the elicrod.Gogy
Soja, CMd Tectonic cantrols, on carbonat platform development during &Slian Journal Of

~mgngnibk~ium:Evolutionary significance of marine fossils from ancient oceanic Wsands
(Setemer 991; ~at ~ tK~Iectr Evolution ofSilurian -'dn cornmunlies indthAlexanderi ~me, Ala"a(NoVeme 191;_b=*ol@lcteTcoicaayi of Silurian

Silurian reefs: a can study Af-om- southestern Alaska (O - 1,2;V4" .. W
Paebooyof ancient oceanic isands (April 1992); WnaerQUMIU iraewlsso

meedonic islnds (Aptil1992)

Cot4nM~eof seasson on paecooyat Mhe annual meeting of the Geological Society of America,
San Die~oý CA; £ mmOf session on sedmn genesis and provenace at the Geological Society
of America tein.Eugene, OR; M a of a panel on evrn ntlcareer at Radclif Colle 3--

bx~K ar n rtilesubmitted toPakier, I~i for a grant application submnitted ID 6he Naticinal
Science Foundation' Japan Proram; bWCWM at fth Symposium on the Geolog of fth Bahamasj,
San Salvador Islan Maamas
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Doris V. Stern

Z was extremely fortunate to be at the Bunting Institute for
a second year. Since I had no other financial support that year,
I was provided with the means to continue research• write papers,
and apply for funding. it I had not received support free the
Office of Naval Research I probably would have left the field of
biological research. This Year, I an appointed as an Associate
Scientist at Children'. Hospital In the Department of Orthopaedic
Research, and as an Instructor at Harvard Xedical School. in
essence, the second year at the Bunting Institute prevented me
from reaching the point of despair.

The emotional support that my sister-fellows provided was
even more critical than the financial support. The problems
involved in the struggle for funding were ameliorated by the
friendly, nurturing atmosphere that the Bunting provides.

In December of 1991# I submitted a grant application to the
National Science Foundation on comparative and evolutionary
aspects of enamel ultrastructure and development. The project
was not funded, but the application will be revised and
resubmitted.

I also began working on gingival epithelium in order to
follow cell adhesion in healthy and inflamed tissue. XUch of
this work was done using the high voltage electron microscope in
Albany, NY. A videotape was made so that the intercellular
connections could be viewed In three-dimensionsa structural
detail was revealed using this technique that had not been
observed by other methods. For example, a common motif of
attachment was the interdigitation of three-pronged clothespin-
like structures. This work will be reported on at the
International Association of Dental Research meeting in Chicago
in March.

Articles:

A paper entitled ullemental Detection and Immunolocalization
in Enamel Matrix of the Opossum ", by D.N. Stern, X.J. Song, and
W.J. Landis appeared in the journal, Anatomical Record (Vol. 234,
pp. 34-38, 1992). Also, I was Invited to participate in the
Ninth International Conference on Dental Morphology which was
held in the summer of 1992 in Florence# Italy. A paper entitled
N Enamel Organization, from Reptiles to Maumalse, by D.N. Stern
and A.V. Crompton will appear in the proceedings of those
meetings.



Presentations at oeeting•s

1) 81mmunocytochemical Identification of oral bacteria on
root surfaces", by J.N. Dobook, D.N. 8tern J.D. Heoley, S.
Sko]b, and J. van Houte. J. Dent. Rle. 71M2911 1992. American
Assooiation of Dental Research, Boston, MA. March, 1992.

2) Nimmunocytochenical studies of opossum enamel matrix*, by
D.N. stern. Society of Vertebrate Paleontology, Toronto, CA.
October, 1992.

3) *Functional influences in the evolution and devolution of
odontocete enamel", by 1.J. Worth and D.N. Stern. Society of
Vertebrate Paleontology, Toronto, CA. October, 1992.

Teaching and Locturos:

1) Spring, 1992. Two hour lecture on "Enamol' in the course
"Oral Biology of Connective and Mineralized Tissues', Harvard
School of Dental Medicine.

2) Spring, 1992. Bunting brown bag seminar on 'Osteo-
porosis".

3) Spring, 1992. Teaching Assistant, Harvard University.
'Bioloqy, Biochemistry, and Physiology of the Skeletal System of
Vertebrates".


